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MUsic

Hi all – hope you like the new design. We’ve been
around for a while now, so thought we’d change
it around a bit. Same good features about the
Norfolk music scene though.

As always we have a selection of volunteering
opportunities,, such as the St Barnabus
Counselling Centre. A great feature too from
musician Danny Whitehouse, about his work with
This month , new band Bear Fare makes its debut, Norfolk Children’s Services.
along with Dinosaur Outfit and Claw of Panther. So – all in all – a good time for all who venture
There are new releases from Fever Fever and Jess inside. And don’t forget about our BBC Norfolk
Morgan, both of whom will be on BBC Norfolk Music Video Festival. We’re taking submissions
Introducing in the coming weeks and have right now, closing date 28th May.
features in this month’s VoluME.

Music Video Festival 2010

new favourite video that you think we might be
interested in, let us know at
norfolkintroducing@bbc.co.uk

Volunteering

The entries have been flooding to the BBC Norfolk
Music Video Festival 2010. Our dedicated team
of video scouts have unearthed some gems, and
been handed some on a platter! The video really
has become an integral part of music culture.
Sometimes it’s a way for a musician to express
their musical intentions in vision, and sometimes
it’s a re-interpretation of a meaning by another.
Whichever way they’re made, it seems that new
bands are pouring their hearts, souls, minds and
voices into some really great cinema.

After all, it is the only way to see the best new
music videos on Europe’s largest permanent
digital display screen!

Events

Still, if you have a video, a friend’s video, or a

ALSO, keep your ears to the ground for some
exciting Music Video Festival news involving
comedian/writer Adam Buxton (The Adam and
Joe Show), who’s been exercising his music
video muscles around about with the show BUGa brilliant mix of music film presentation and
Buxton comedy banter.

Music. People. Life. Learning.
When Danny Whitehouse came into our
BBC Voices studio to film an interview and
session, he told us about the voluntary
work he did. We asked him to tell us more
for VoluME – and this was his response…
Call me Danny, or whatever you
prefer. I do not have a ‘stage name’ or
‘interview persona’, though many of
the children I support as a volunteer
with Norfolk Children’s services would
be enthusiastic to suggest names
(often crude, that rhyme with ‘danny’).
As a songwriter and performer, however,
I must be learning the skill of adapting
myself for diverse effects. For instancetelling my audience to ‘shut up’ during
a set, or insisting that my pen stops in
the middle of a stanza- has far less
satisfying results than striving to write an
emotionally and philosophically attuned
tune. The same goes for youth work,
figuratively and empathetically speaking.

I am a poor (sighted?) student)
I believe that one must attempt
to discover those consistent
principles, themes or images
that make life’s frustrating sums
whole! For me, writing songs and
various voluntary vocations are my
bread and butter, and my caviar!
I
volunteer
approximately
eighteen hours of each week.
I work with children that have
adult responsibilities and need
reminding that they are children
(‘Young Carers’). I work with
male refugees, young mothers,
young children learning to read,
teenagers learning to drink
(responsibly). By the way of all this,
I work with myself. I learn which
music must reach the ears of which
people and I learn to be myself,
and to keep being myself when
I forget or adapt who myself is.
There are those that say that youth
work and other forms of social
work are ‘more than a job’. Well
in my case, it isn’t even a job (if
I were paid, it would be a job). I
think social workers, however,
realise more profoundly than
other workers, how life affirming
employment can be. That is- the
‘job’, the ‘work’ part of social
work is secondary to the ‘living’
part of ‘living’, the ‘learning’ of
‘learning’, to be a better person. In
discovering the skills and qualities
and rooms for development in
others, a social worker unlocks
crucial clues about personhood,
about being human. Just by being
there (here, that is, in Norwich,
volunteering), by
interacting
with people challenged by
different obstacles, possessing
different
skills,
employing
different coping mechanisms, by
observing the life-ways of unique
individuals and the behaviour of
different groups, I am in a better
position to find my own way.

Some voices (in my head) thought
I wouldn’t be able to write such a
short analytical article combining
perspectives on amonth’s publication,
as was asked- I was really too busy!) For instance, ‘young carers’ show
me that freedom is enhanced by
For what it is worth (not much, I imagine- difficult responsibility; young

mums show me that raising
children comes very naturally
to humans, but that a caring
community is necessary for the
raising of our children; refugees
help me to understand that we
are all displaced and subject to
dogmatic ideals and must defend
at all costs our personal rights,
liberty and dignity; early readers
show me that personality is more
crucial than literacy, and teach me
to read people; young drinkers
encourage me to continually
experiment with new solutions and
social strategies; music shows me
how necessary it is to consolidate
experiences in some form.
Life, at least mine, is an endless
series
of
compromises
on
the way to being a person.
See Danny’s BBC Introducing
interview
and
session
on
bbc.co.uk/norfolk

Any
band
that
d e s c r i b e s
themselves as a
bunch of perverts
and their sound
as a big noise is
either being truthful,
or mirthful. But,
you know what,
with Fever Fever,
sound-wise at least,
it’s not only telling it
as it is, but probably
only half the story.
Add to the noise, the
fact that it’s fast, full
of shouted, clever
lyrics, great guitar
and drums, attitude
and .. ok, we’re fans –
what’s the problem?
And they’re great
live too.
Most important for
the purposes of this
month’s
VoluME,
though, is that they’ve new tracks out, an appearance
on Introducing just completed and a single launch on
the 2nd.
Roll call. Rosie (vocals/ guitar), Ellie (guitar/ vocals)
and Smit (drums). Single name, Monster.
Spokesperson today, Ellie. “Rosie and Smit had played
together in The Aprons and when they disbanded they
decided to start something new. 2 weeks before their
first gig they gave me a call and asked if I would play
with them. I said yes, because they are hotties. We’ve

Fever Fever

been together for two wonderful years now!”
The band completed a UK tour last year and released
a debut single on Cherryade Records (Keys in The
Bowl b/w Stage Shoes). “Our tour was immense, the
most fun ever,” said Ellie. “A highlight was definitely
playing The Great Escape festival with lots of other
Norwich lovelies.”
The band is about to link up with Cherryade again
for the new single, Monster. “We’ve a launch night on
Good Friday in the Crypt underneath Take 5,” said
Ellie. “On the bill are Gun Crime, The Brownies and
Lady Panther. The dress code is all black (prize for the
best black outfit), and I have also heard whispers of a
mirror ball.”
So after destroying the hearing of most of Norfolk’s
gig-goers by taking the loudest possible bunch of
bands and ramming them into an area the size of most
people’s living rooms, what else does Fever Fever
have planned.
“We will be releasing the beast that is our first EP on
the17th June at the Norwich Arts Centre,” said Ellie.
“We can’t wait to finish recording it (Leeder’s Farm
studios in May) and tour the thing with lots of gigs.”
Blue skies or grey – Sun Down. Xbox or Playstation –
Xbox is blatantly better – FORZA!! Galaxy OR Cadbury
– Cadbury; they do mini eggs

volunteering

Poetic License - Pushing Your
Boundaries
Alex Conatty, 18, has just finished a stint of
volunteering at The Garage in Norwich. He
helped in the production of an extremely
successful Slam Night that went down a storm
a couple of weeks ago, as well as performing a
spoken word piece at the event.
For Alex volunteering is all about getting
involved and furthering yourself. He said:
“I always try and get as involved as I can, as
you get more out of it. I’d already done some
costume making for a couple of productions
and really wanted to do more.”
The Blueprint Project team, which put on the
Slam Night as a fundraiser, chose to support
The Asperger’s Society. Alex is an Asperger’s
sufferer so for him the project took on its own
significance.
“To get my words out there and to help people
with a more serious condition than mine was
extremely fulfilling. It looks great on a C.V. and
in general it was a really positive experience.”
“Through volunteering I feel that I can help a
lot. The more I do it the more I can help open
people’s minds to the real truth and not the
commercial one that gets put across about
Asperger’s.
“Volunteering is great because you get to do
things that you have a talent for. It helps to push
you further. The more you volunteer the more
you grow and the more your talents increase.”
Alex also sees volunteering as a way to meet a
diverse group of people that he maybe wouldn’t
have met through his normal life. He believes
that this can only add to the experience and
help him in the future.
“I love the people I volunteer with, everyone’s
open minded. Being different is welcomed
and the group is so diverse. Hopefully through
events like the slam night more people will
want to get involved in volunteering and they
can see how much of a positive experience it
can be.”
If you’re interested in volunteering through The
Garage then contact Hannah Simmons at www.
thegarage.org.uk
Chris Murray

Here are some of the latest
volunteering opportunities.
To find out more about how to
get involved in volunteering,
contact me,
Will Mills, by emailing william.
mills@voluntarynorfolk.org.
uk or calling 01603 883848.
The Hamlet Centre, Norwich.
The Hamlet Centre in Ella Road, Norwich, offers
services for children and young adults with special
needs. The centre consists of a Toy Library, with
rooms for music and computers, art and craft, and
play and adventure. They are keen to hear from
volunteers willing to work in both children and
adult services. Roles include; support workers,
toy library worker and adult services out of hours
assistants.
Mentors, Norwich City Football Club
NCFC Study Centre is a totally unique learning zone
based within Carrow Road. A mentor will support
students who attend the centre after-school for a
catch-up programme called ‘Playing for Success’.
The Centre offers an exciting environment where
young people can learn imaginatively outside
the classroom. This programme supports schools
through its provision of opportunities for pupils to
improve literacy, numeracy and ICT skills.
Volunteers give small-group and 1 to 1 support to
students to aid their learning and understanding,
as well as getting involved in team-games and
whole group activities. A PfS mentor will need to
have good communication skills, enjoy learning
new things and taking on challenges, and have a
passion for helping young people. It is essential
that you have English and Maths qualifications
at GCSE A-C or their equivalent. An interest in
football is desirable but not essential.
Seachange Arts Great Yarmouth
Seachange Arts is holding an open submission
exhibition in Great Yarmouth Library Gallery
and we have voluntary opportunities for anyone
interested in art to become part of our team of
invigilators.This involves making sure the artwork is
safe and secure to the public, recording numbers of
people attending the exhibition, talking to visitors,
answering questions and giving out information to
people who are interested in buying artwork. The
exhibition runs from Monday 12th April- Saturday
24th April 2010. You can volunteer for an entire day
or for shifts which run from 10-1.30 or 1.30- 5pm

Opportunities

Darkness of the Noughties to metal madness of the
70s. But this is not metal. This is rock. The kind of rock
that makes you remember why rock has a place in all
our hearts. Hard rock that makes you feel strong, that
makes you want to be bad.
VoluME checked out their new tracks and the creative
talent behind them.
Claw of Panther was formed from a group of drinking
mates, all of whom were in other bands, before
deciding to get together as a four piece. Adam (vocals
and lead guitar), Richie (guitars and shouts), James
(bass and roars) and Gareth (drums and jokes). And
they’re from Lowestoft.

Dinosaur Outfit
A band from Bath. Featured in a mag about the Norfolk
music scene. Yes, but there is a connection. They only
met in Bath. We can claim one of them as our own. And
the music’s fun, so it’s always good to tell people about
something fresh and new.
In fact, though, they’re not that new. Only the name is
new. That only came about in the last few weeks. Prior
to that, Dinosaur Outfit had built up a bit of a following
in the West Country over the last 18 months under
their previous name of Lego Castle.
Liam, Chris, James and Ben, together with keyboard
player David Goulburn make up the band. “Our
sound has been compared to The Maccabees, Foals,
The Strokes and Los Campesinos,” David told us. “We
are probably a mix of all those mentioned but with our
own unique element.
“When we first started our sound was quite different.
Some of our first songs were pretty awful piano ballad
style alternative rock, but our sound has just come
through a natural progression and we’re pretty happy
with how it sounds now.”
Already the band has supported Good Shoes and
the Bombay Bicycle Club and with nearly 30 tracks
already composed and waiting to be cut to disc, things
are looking good for Dinosaur Outfit.
Look out for their single, “Young Hearts”, coming out
towards the end of April/ early May, a tour on the heels
of that and an album towards the end of the year.
Starter or dessert – definitely dessert. Morning or
afternoon – “I think I can speak for everyone else in
the band when I say afternoon. None of us are massive
fans of early morning.”
Look out for the video coming soon for Young Hearts
- myspace.com/dinosauroutfit

Claw of Panther
Claw of Panther hit you with a sound as fresh as 2010,
yet sprinkled with influences back through The

With an EP just out, the band’s ambition is to - er –
write another one. And one after that. In fact it seems
Claw of Panther prefer to get on with the business of
rock and let others do the talking about them. And
it’s not just us at VoluME that have noticed their dirty
rawness. The reviews have been pretty good so far.
“Rock and Roll so heavy it would have Ozzy cowering
under a table with his fingers in his ears” (Art and
Soul magazine). “Frantic garage punk metal beast of a
band” (Bugbear Promotions). All pretty good.
The band supported A last year at their comeback
gig in Norwich (“that was off the hook”, the band told
us). Or you could have caught them alongside Feed
The Rhino, Dead Formats, or Live at Sea. All of which
suggests a Pedigree that is heading only upwards.
Check out their 5-tracker, including classics such as
Hopeless Dreamer and Send The Dog.
BBC Norfolk Introducing has already featured Claw
of Panther on its Friday programme and VoluME has
it on good authority that it won’t be just a one-off
appearance.
myspace.com/clawofpanther

St Barnabus Counselling Centre
The St Barnabus counselling Centre in Derby
Street, Norwich, has been providing help to
people over the age of 18 for over 30 years.

If you are not a counsellor, there are still many
other ways to help. “The Centre doesn’t have
any statutory funding,” said Kelvin, “so we have
to raise our own funds. This year alone that will
Office Manager Kelvin Smith told us about its be over £5,000. We ask clients for contributions,
work and volunteering opportunities.
based on their income, but also have an in-house
fundraising team.”
“Some people who use our services come in
themselves, perhaps after talking to a friend or The reception is also staffed by volunteers.
colleague. Sometimes a GP recommends they see “I always tell our reception volunteers that they
us, but all clients self-refer because counselling are very central to how all our processes work, to
is about wanting to do something about your life. everything that happens,” said Kelvin. “They are
The most common problems people seek help the first point of contact for clients and also liaise
with are anxiety, stress, depression, bereavement with counsellors, admin staff, answer phone calls
and drug or alcohol, though the latter are only if and make tea!” Full training is given and you
related to other life issues.
would be expected to cover one to two slots a
week.
“One of the most important things,” said Kelvin,
“is to have a warm approach to clients when they
arrive.”
Viv started volunteering in reception at St
Barnabus last October. She thinks the fact that
both counsellors and support staff give their time
for free, makes it a very special place to work. “It
runs on goodwill really,” she said, “and positive
feelings.”
A sentiment echoed by Kelvin.“A good number of
the people working here love putting something
back into the community.”
The surprising thing about St Barnabus, though
is how much of the work is done by volunteers,
including the counselling.
“We have 25 volunteer counsellors at any one
time, from their early 20s onwards,” said Kelvin.
“All will have done a BACP approved counselling
diploma. Many go on to become full associate
members of the BACP.
“The younger people, who have just finished
diplomas, come to do work experience for their
courses. They are monitored more closely and we
ease them in.”

www.stbcc.org.uk

Check out my blog
Blogs are everywhere nowadays. Everyone has one and everyone reads one. They range from the
seriously journalistic, to introverted and personal comment. The fact is that all are unique. However,
what blogs are going in deep into the Norwich music scene? We take a look at just a handful.
City and Sticks
(www.cityandsticks.co.uk)
Not only is City and Sticks a great listings resource, it’s
a great, albeit sparse blog about the local music scene.
Especially good if you’re aiming your interests at the
punk side of Norfolk’s rich music scene. It manages to
get some brilliant interviews with some touring bands
and there’s some great photography going on, so it’s
a good way to keep tabs on things, even if updates
are a bit few and far between. Also features a rather
wonderful blog on skateboarding and illustration…if
you like that sort of thing.

Somethinggood.tv
(www.somethinggood.tv)
A by-product of the Something Good gig nights, this
blog not only looks wonderful, but is a great way to
hear about the goings on of artists near (and far) in
the worlds of alternative-indie, electronica, anti-folk
and other silly named, but excellent genres. It’s really
playfully written, the hosted tracks and videos are great
and they have the added bonus of being something

you might not find elsewhere. Another bonus is that
it’s technically two blogs at once! Click the “stuff what
we like” button at the top and you’re given the keys to
a room of national art, music and general comment, all
written with the same joy. Something Good indeed.

My New Favourite Band
(www.mynewfavouriteband.com)
This is a skilfully written blog where each article is
a well thought out, informed and for lack of a better
word, meaty read. Meaty as something to chew on,
not as in that the site is unsuitable for vegetarians.
The excellent writing is something you might expect
though from Neil Mason- a man who was the reviews’
editor for Melody Maker magazine and the features
editor for NME.com. This is a blog with years of
experience and it has no qualms about showing it. As
well holding some ace local and national comment, all
presented in a clean and easy to read format, you can
also listen to tracks by the bands featured in streams
above the articles. Up and coming music journos take
note.

We Can’t Dance
Only forming in October last year,We Can’t Dance
have been mzaking quite a name for themselves
on the Norwich music scene. They played sold
out shows with Blonde Louis and The Kabeedies
and their CDs vanish at every gig. Their indiepop sound has gained them enough attention to
be asked to play the 100 club in London, with the
Lost Levels and Violet Violet, on the 21st April.
I had a chat with Harry and Josie from the band
about their plans and their new E.P.

been together. I never thought when we first
started we would be playing somewhere like
that.
Career highlights so far?
Harry- Playing at the Kabeedies single launch
party at the Norwich Arts Centre in March. The
gig was carnage and mental to be honest. The
cage in front of the stage nearly came away, with
every one going crazy and chanting our name.

Can you actually dance?
Harry - I can’t dance, I don’t think Josie can either.
Josie - You’ve never seen me dance. Our bassist
Describe your E.P. in five words
Josie - Energetic, lo-fi. Harry- Retro, old style, Matt can jive, but not sure on Ash though. So two
out of four of us can.
dancey.
What songs of yours should we be listening to?
Josie - ‘You don’t know’, because it’s fast and
different to all our other songs.
Harry - ‘Gary Doherty’ as it’s my favourite track
to play live.
You’re playing at the 100 club - on the stage where
the Rolling Stones started out! So how does that
feel?
Josie - I’m really excited. It’s going to be very
different because it’s going to be one of our first
gigs outside of Norwich. Harry - Obviously it’s
going to be amazing, for the short time we have

Catch We Can’t Dance at the 100 club on Oxford
Street in London on the 21st of April and back
in Norwich at the B2 on the 10th May. The Gary
Doherty E.P. is available at gigs with songs at
myspace.com/wecantdanceuk

Bear Fare

Kate - Wear a polar bear hide. Or a brown bear,
koala bear, grizzly bear...
Catch Bear Fare live (snow permitting!) at the B2
in Norwich on 13th April and Wensum Lodge on
the 30th April. myspace.com/bearfare

One track. Sometimes that all it takes. In the
case of Bear Fare it was Suitcase Song. We heard
it and played it straightaways on BBC Norfolk
Introducing. So, it was a bit rough hewn – but it
was new and different and we liked it. Now, we’ve Shane’s World of (Norfolk)
asked them into our BBC Voices studio for a filmed Music
interview and session later in the month – but just
For the last few months Shane Olinski of Howlback
to keep the interest level up, we checked out the
Hum has been educating the population with
newbie quartet for this edition
stories of the best new things to look out for on the
of VoluME
Norfolk music scene. Or things that have caught
Who ARE you?!
his attention. Or people he’s met and seen and
We are Kate Honeker, 18, Emily heard and liked. Anyway, tomorrow’s tips, today.
Kerrison, 18, Thom Swann, 18 Take it away Shane…
and Georgie Scott, 17
This month let’s talk girls. At HBH our regularly
Been playing long?
appearing (I use ‘our’, but I really mean ‘my’)
Emily - Since the beginning of female talent this past year or so are:- Milly
July ‘09 I think. Thom - We all (Emily Hirst), the Middle Ones, the Dim Goddess.
knew each other before hand In the past we had Charly Morris, Christa Harris
and wanted to create music as Rebecca and Mountains who occasionally
which was different to a lot of the music being returns to woo our small audience.
played locally. In other words we wanted a band
So without trying to fuel their feminine egos, I
which wasn’t just another guitar group. Kate - It’s
would prefer that Charlotte Morris has been the
also something that we just enjoy and that gives
past decade epitome of Norwich Diva Songster
us a break from all the monotonous essay writing
Singster. A turn of voice combined with versatile
we’ve been doing lately!
- visionary musicality, the vocals, words, melody,
Who plays what?
harmony, and inventiveness improvisation all in
Kate - I do vocals and acoustic guitar. Thom - equal proportion. She’ll be back to play Norwich
Vocals, acoustic guitar, mandolin and piano.
in August.
Emily - just Violin. Georgie - just Cello.
Presently the lady voice
Most memorable moment so far?
of alternative Norwich
Emily - That’s probably when we were meant to music is from Milly
have a gig at Wensum Lodge in Norwich, but it (Emily Hirst) a powerful
was cancelled due to snow so we spent the night emotive voice along
in the pub instead..!
with a neatly underlying
Current and future plans?
acoustic guitar. She
Thom - We’re kind of bored of our current set so should
go
places
we’re going about writing some
beyond Norwich and reminds me of a young
more lively stuff at the moment.
Rory McVicar if it could be so suggestive.
Georgie - We’re planning
In passing lets also mention Zoe Stewart - the
on getting some new tracks
Dim Goddess. A pure, folky strain of voice, selfrecorded for the summer - a
accompanied by her harp (a difficult instrument
good excuse to sit around in the
to convincingly convey). The Middle Ones are
sun and drink tea
two fine young ladies who seem to accumulate
Plain white or milk choc
bunnies?
Emily - None of them, we’re very
against animal cruelty.
Way to escape mosquitoes?

extra special giggles every time they play.When
they supported Bearsuit last year I actually
thought they performed much better. New
names in our midst are Telen, Kayleigh Read.

Jess Morgan debut album
Jess Morgan is a very busy lady this year. She is
currently touring American Coffee Houses, but
flies back to release her debut album (All Swell)
on the 12th April, with a launch party three days
later on the 15th at Olives Café on Elm Hill in
Norwich (Free Entry).

not because it is the most natural, but because I
think audiences, though occasionally fickle... are
clever and can tell when people are trying too
hard.
SONGS OF YOURS YOU ARE MOST PLEASED
WITH?
One of the bonus tracks on my last e.p. ‘Gut Row’
will always be something I’m especially proud
of.

To top it off she is hot footing it onto BBC Norfolk
Introducing for a live session on Friday 16th at
7pm. We caught up with her just before she got CURRENT PLANS (TOURS/ RELEASES)?
Currently touring in America with author and
on the plane for a quick chat.
story teller Jax Burgoyne. It’s going to be a different
type of tour. I’m really looking for inspiration and
WHAT DO YOU SOUND LIKE?
I’m influenced mainly by folk, roots and country… a change of scenery Also I’m hoping to get some
good lyrics penned - and I think touring with a
resulting in some sort of British Americana.
writer will help!
MEMORABLE MOMENTS SO FAR?
Recording my first full length album in Norway –
a thousand copies arrived at my door yesterday!
Also supporting Ben Taylor on his UK tour

COKE OR PEPSI?
Neither. I hate fizzy
drinks.

HOW DID YOU DECIDE ON THE SOUND YOU CATS OR DOGS?
I have a cat - but I don’t
HAVE?
Good question... I’ve tried a lot of options - think she likes me
played with other people - written different types
of songs. I think I decided on the ‘sound’ I have,

The Flypost

Get your gig poster put up on our flypost next
month email norfolkintroducing@bbc.co.uk

